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THE ROAD MORE OR LESS TRAVELLED?

You will have heard the term “‘the road less travelled” thrown about a
lot, about making bold, individual choices, to break from the conformity
of others and blaze your own trail.
Are we all groomed to be that way? It’s our natural instinct to search
for the easiest path through life - god forbid the number of times we’ve
heard the constant reminder that attaining a piece of expensive paper
will change our lives for the better, or following the path of successful
people will guarantee your success.
“The Road Not Taken” is a poem that is open to interpretation, and
will be grossly misrepresented by people who don’t agree with other
people’s interpretations. Still with me? This very thought popped into
existence when I was chatting with fellow motoring enthusiasts about
their choices of cars to restore, and we have two lined up in this issue.
You could almost say that both of them took the road less travelled and
bought old cars to feed their desire to try something new in life.
One however, chose a slightly more modern car, a “more travelled”
path, while the other, a car as old as I am, - a “less travelled” path. What
we have to understand is that there is no “right travelled” way of doing
things. It’s easy to criticize someone who spent so much money on an
old car that he could had easily bought a more modern and faster car.
One thing is for sure. the road less travelled brings us more
experience, and more experience enables us to live more. The road less

travelled can make the difference - but no one said the difference was a
happy one. Ever since I took up this hobby of modifying cars, it has been a
minefield of experiments gone horribly wrong. Learning how to TIG weld
however, was fun.
It’s not wrong to take the easy road, because sometimes, you just want
the car to start in the morning, you want to have a good paying job, your
life sorted, you want to retire and live on your CPF payouts comfortably.
The directions don’t matter - it’s the continued drive to live that counts.

Signing off,
Krado Low
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Blackvue Live
Streams 2018 Car
Challenge
The Mediacorp Subaru Car Challenge is back on its 17th year on 27 October
2018 in Ngee Ann City, Civic Plaza. This ultimate challenge of mind and body is
attracting 400 participants from Singapore and neighbouring countries.
The last man standing with palm on the car will win a Subaru car worth
$70,800. This year event adds special celebrity charity matchup that will raise
funds for beneficiaries of the Presidents’s Star Challenge. The Mediacorp
Charity Challenge involves celebrities Chen Han Wei, who is also our BlackVue
brand ambassador, Pang Ling Ling, Ya Hui, Bryan Wong, Desmond Ng and
Felicia Chin. Members of the public are encouraged to support the celebrities
by donating through hotlines.

BlackVue is proud to be official partner for this iconic event for the second year.
The broadcast will go live on BlackVue Singapore’s Facebook Page and BlackVue
app, thanks to BlackVue DR900S-2CH and DR750S-2CH dashcams with Over the
Cloud features.
The event will be broadcast live on www.facebook.com/BlackvueSG on:
Sat, 27 Oct 2017 12.50pm
Sat, 27 Oct 2017 6.50pm
Sun, 28 Oct 2017 12.50pm
Sun, 28 Oct 2017 6.50pm
Mon, 29 Oct 2017 12.50pm
Mon, 29 Oct 2017 6.50pm
Tue, 30 Oct 2017 12.50pm
Tue, 30 Oct 2017 6.50pm
Schedules may change and number of broadcasts depending on network
conditions. Please stay tuned to www.facebook.com/BlackvueSG for more
updates. Alternatively, users can use the BlackVue App to watch the event by
selecting the DR900S-2CH and DR750S-2CH cameras located at Singapore/
Orchard Road.
For more information, please visit www.blackvue.com.sg.

several leading international Para athletes, including
eight Bridgestone employees who are training to
qualify for the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games.
Increasing its commitment to support the global
Paralympic Movement aligns with the company’s
“Chase Your Dream” message, which aims to
encourage people to overcome obstacles and
persevere in pursuit of their goals.
Andrew Parsons, IPC President, said: “We are
absolutely delighted that Bridgestone will become
the IPC’s seventh Worldwide Paralympic Partner and
believe the company’s ‘Chase Your Dream’ message
enjoys perfect synergy with the aspirations of the
Paralympic Movement and the IPC.”

Bridgestone Is The Worldwide
Paralympic Partner
The International Paralympic Committee (IPC)
and Bridgestone Corporation (Bridgestone) today
announced that the world’s largest tire and rubber
manufacturer has become the organization’s seventh
Worldwide Paralympic Partner.
Already a Worldwide Olympic Partner through to

2024, Bridgestone now has global rights to promote
and support the Paralympic Movement over the same
period.
Bridgestone also is a Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games
Gold Partner and a partner of the Japan, Thailand and
USA Paralympic teams. The company has supported

Masaaki Tsuya, Chief Executive Officer and
Representative Executive Officer, Bridgestone
Corporation, said: “Bridgestone is honored to become
a Worldwide Paralympic Partner and further support
the IPC’s important mission to create a more inclusive
society through Parasport.”
As part of its ongoing support for the Paralympic
Movement, Bridgestone Corporation is applying its
tire and rubber expertise to develop advancements
in equipment for Para athletes in Japan, including
new rubber soles for prosthetics and rubber grips
for gloves. Through Bridgestone Cycle Co., Ltd.
(Bridgestone Cycle) and Bridgestone Sports Co., Ltd.
(Bridgestone Sports), the company also has provided
bicycles, sports equipment and technical support to
Para cycling and wheelchair tennis athletes in Japan.
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Mark your calendars for 18 November 2018 for the ACMA GymkhanaMania! Join fellow motorsports fans and drivers alike at the this speedy
obstacle challenge which will test every driver by making them
performing many different driving techniques!
Organized by ACMA Engineering Works & Trading Pte Ltd, this exciting
event will liven up the Sunday at The Grandstand, located at Bukit
Timah Turf City.
Entry fees are S$100.00 for newbie class drivers, while drivers entering
in other classes (Freshman and Master) are at S$150. There will be a
total of seven vehicle/driver classes to cater to all drivers and cars alike.
There is no restriction on engine type although cars will have to pass a
safety and noise test by the event organizer.
Official Organiser: ACMA Engineering Works & Trading Pte Ltd
Sponsors: Motormech, Isuzu, VP Racing, OWS, Starlight and SGCarmart.
Preferred Energy Drink: Monster energy
Supported By: Resolution Image
To sign up, please visit https://goo.gl/Pi1RJD!

ACMA
Gymkhana-Mania

More than just general maintenance, ACMA Engineering Works &
Trading also provides minor repair services, such from absorber and
wheel bearing replacement, as well as gasket and oil seal replacement.
Fully staffed by Singaporean mechanics, ACMA has a diverse service
and product folio to serve all drivers.
To find out more about ACMA Engineering Works & Trading Pte Ltd,
you can call 90994321 / 67107654, or visit www.acma.sg.

Dunlop Launches
The Veuro VE303
A fuel-efficient performance tyre is the
dream of all discerning drivers. Dunlop
has introduced the Veuro VE303, a 100%
Japanese-made premium comfort tyre
promising excellent fuel efficiency and
long wear life without compromising on
handling performance. It will replace the
VE302, and deliver a high level of ride
comfort, silence, handling performance and
long wear life.
Is is designed with a new tyre construction
and tread pattern, both helping to reduce
tyre noise and dampen vibration felt during
driving. This new tyre also claims better
grip and wet braking performance due to
enhanced rubber compound which adds
flexibility, as well as an increase in groove
volume for better water channelling.
The Veuro VE303’s also features an improved
wear life of 25%, achieved with the new
construction which adds thread rigidity, and
a hybrid band that prevents unnecessary

thread movements. The new construction
and tread pattern claims to be 19%
quieter than the VE302 predecessor, while
enhancing both steering stability as well as
wet braking performance.
Marcus Lim, General Manager of Binter & Co.
Pte Ltd (Binter) that distributes Dunlop tyres
in Singapore said at the launch event, “We
are delighted to bring in this latest addition
to the Dunlop product line-up in Singapore
as the Dunlop Veuro VE303 tyre not only
offers premium comfort, but features
enhanced engineering for better all-round
performance”.
To suit a wide range of applications, the
Veuro VE303 is offered in 43 sizes, from
16-inch to 20-inch. They can be purchased
through Dunlop’s distribution partner in
Singapore, Binter. For more information,
please visit www.dunlop.com.sg or call
+65 6345 7611.

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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FULL FRAME

PITCH PERFECT

Samsung’s 2018 Frame TV has a 4K UHD screen. The Frame TV
also comes with Samsung’s No Gap Wall-Mount, which allows you
to you mount the TV, flushed against the wall. To minimise cable
clutter, the TV also gets a slim, translucent cable that integrates
the power cable and data line from the back of the TV. To pull
off a more convincing photo frame look, Samsung is offering a
variety of customisable magnetic bezel options. White, walnut,
beige wood, and porcelain blue - take your pick!

The ATH-L5000 by Audio-Technica features 58mm drivers
mounted on thin carbon fibre reinforced flanges, which allow
improved airflow between diaphragm and flanges. Coupled
with the diamond-like carbon coating on the diaphragms,
this headphone presents audiophile-grade quality, delivering
a frequency from 5-50,000Hz. These are well beyond the
recognised range of human hearing! At 320g, it ensures a
lightweight, fuss-free listening experience. Two 3.0m cables
come as standard, with a hard-shell storage case. Only 500 units
have been produced worldwide, with each costing USD$4000
(approximately SGD$5,480). Availability in Singapore from
November 2018 onwards.

Samsung’s Art Store houses over 400 pieces of artwork from
some of the most prominent museums and galleries around the
world. You will be able to access everything in the collection with
a subscription, or you can buy just the pieces that you like. The
“Slideshow” mode sets the artworks to automatic mode, which
switch at intervals between 10 minutes, and up to seven days.

HOROLOGICAL
MAGIC

TACTILE TECH

MB&F’s Horological Machine No.9, also known as the HM9
‘Flow’, is reminiscent of a jet engine. The HM9’s case is a
geometrically complex combination of milled sapphire
crystal and grade 5 titanium. Inside, an equally complex
manual winding movement is developed fully in-house.
This is the result of three years of development, with the
accumulated experience that came with MB&F’s previous 14
calibres. A nod to Horological history and Legacy Machine
line, HM9’s two lateral pods each house a flying balance
wheel and fully independent regulating system, visible
under domes of sapphire crystal. A third pane of sapphire
crystal reveals the central gearbox of the HM9 engine: a
planetary differential that averages the output of both
balance wheels to provide one stable reading of the time.
Sitting perpendicular to the rest of the HM9 engine, the dial
indicating hours and minutes is driven by conical gears that
ensure precise engagement.

HP’s Spectre Folio is a 2-in-1 leather-clad laptop. HP claims that it
is utilising 100 per cent genuine, chrome-tanned full grain leather
on the exterior and the outer keyboard, The laptop was built
around the leather and the design has been tweaked to show off
the material. The keyboard itself is aluminum, featuring chiclet
keys and a 1.5mm key travel distance.
A magnesium frame is attached to the leather and holds a small
motherboard that leaves room for a larger 54.28Wh battery.
It can last up to 18 hours on a single charge. HP will ship the
Spectre Folio with its “Digital Pen” - a stylus with tilt support and
over 4,000 levels of pressure sensitivity. Two Thunderbolt 3 and
one USB 3.1 (Gen 1) Type-C port comes as standard. The Core i7
model starts at USD$1,399 (SGD$1,917), while a Core i5 model
is available at USD$1,299 (SGD$1,780). There will also be an LTE
variant with the Core i7 chip available at USD$1,499 (SGD$2,054).

[For more information, visit www.mbandf.com]

Nikon has announced its brand new full-frame mirrorless
cameras, the Z7 and Z6. Additionally, they have released a new
Z-mount adapter and three Z-mount lenses. These cameras
include Nikon’s FX-format, backside illuminated CMOS sensors,
while excluding the DSLR’s mirror box. The Nikon Z7 is a
high-specced model, while the Z6 is the more “affordable”
alternative. Nikon owners familiar with their DSLRs might find
the Z7 similar to the D850. The Z6, on the other hand, might
feel like the lighter, but no less competent D750.

MIRRORLESS
MONSTERS

The Z cameras also feature built-in 5-axis image stabilisation.
They use a hybrid AF system, which switches between phasedetection AF and contrast-detection AF. For the first time on
a Nikon, you can shoot with 90 per cent autofocus coverage
of the image area. Nikon says the cameras can focus in lowlight down to -4 EV. Both the Z6 and Z7 are rated up to 330
shots per charge, and an MB-N10 battery pack is currently in
development to hold two additional batteries.
[For more information, visit www.nikon.com.sg]

REFRESH KING
The S2719DGF by Dell is a 27-inch gaming monitor with a QHD
resolution and overclocked refresh rate of 155Hz. The monitor
was designed with maximum responsiveness in mind, so it
should satisfy the need of avid gamers. It is equipped with a TN
panel and a 1ms response time. The display is rated up to 350
nits of brightness, with a 1,000:1 contrast ratio. A 155Hz refresh
rate is achievable through overclocking, but the panel supports
up to 144Hz natively. The monitor comes with one HDMI 1.4, one
HDMI 2.0, and one DisplayPort 1.2 connector. It also features a
3-port USB 3.0 hub, a headphone jack, and an audio line-out port.
Tempted, yet?

HARMONY MOTOR (AMK & JURONG) PTE LTD

THE KOREAN CAR SPECIALIST

UPGRADE FOR SAFETYHYUNDAI & KIA ECU
PREVENTIVE UPGRADE
PROGRAMME

• Prevent highly likely breakdown of cars due to ECU failure •
• Especially for Hyundai Avante, i30, KIA Cerato Forte, Koup and Soul •
• 5 years warranty after Upgrade •
• $380 for a preventive upgrade and save $600 over a full replacement •

CONTACT US FOR ENQUIRIES!
Harmony Motor (Jurong) Pte Ltd
38 Toh Guan Road East,
#01-53 Enterprise Hub, S608581
T: 65830001 | F: 62688668 | E: jurong@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonyjurong

Harmony Motor (AMK) Pte Ltd
Blk 10, Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A,
#02-12, AMK AutoPoint, S568047
T: 64822444 | F: 64822224 | E: amk@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonymotor
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Run For Good
With Toyota
Toyota, Singapore’s top-selling car brand, is organising
its inaugural vertical run, the Toyota Spiral Run 2018, to
commemorate the brand’s new home at the 11-storey
Inchcape Centre, covering a distance of 1.1km. To be held
on 11 November, the Toyota Spiral Run 2018 is an effort
by the brand to give back to society by raising $88,000
in ticket sales for the charities supported by Community
Chest, a non-profit organisation that channels resources

to the social service sector in Singapore.
The Toyota Spiral Run 2018 encourages great family
fun with a wide range of exhilarating activities
including the Family Walk, tyre games, bouncy castles,
build-your-own-cardboard-car, just to name a few.
The “Toyota Dojo”, a specialised training centre where
technicians practise their skills before applying them
in the workshop, will also be open to kids to learn the
importance of safety.
As part of Toyota’s continuous efforts to improve its
Aftersales offering, the Toyota Spiral Run 2018 will also
showcase its newly launched mobile app ‘My Toyota
SG’, that gives customers’ access to all their vehicle
ownership needs at their fingertips. This includes

booking their next car service, test drive as well as
emergency vehicle support.
Tickets start from just S$12 (free entry for kids
below 12 y/o). All runners in the competitive
category will receive the exclusive Toyota Spiral
Run 2018 COMPRESSPORT running tee, worth S$38,
together with Toyota premiums and F&B coupons
that can be used on race day. Finishers of the run
will also get to bring home the limited-edition carshaped finishers’ medal.
The event kicks off at 8am, 11 Nov 2018, at 2 Pandan
Crescent, Inchcape Centre, Singapore 128462. Tickets
are available for purchase at www.toyota.com.sg/
promotions/charityrun

Shell
Singapore
launches
fuel tanker
collectibles
In celebration of its rich heritage and the
commitment to make life’s journeys better, Shell
Singapore has launched an exclusive collection
of Shell fuel tanker collectibles.
Since 1891, more than five generations of
customers in Singapore have trusted Shell to fuel
their journeys – from the opening of its first retail
pump on Orchard Road in 1922 to the launch
of Singapore’s first premium performance fuel,
Shell V-Power, in 2002. In recent years, Shell’s
introduction of its enhanced performance
fuel, Shell V-Power Nitro+, and the opening of
its flagship ‘Station of the Future’ at Tampines
Avenue 2 have shown the brand’s commitment
to grow with customers.

New VW Polo
Has Arrived
The largest Polo ever features segment-first technology
like the new Active Info Display. It has been completely
redeveloped on the modular tranverse matrix (MQB)
platform. In this sixth generation, the Polo has an entirely

new exterior design, as well as a noticeably more spacious
interior that has been reworked down to the finest detail.
With its larger dimensions and improved features, the
Polo brings the future to the compact class. It features
the fuel-efficient 1.0 TSI petrol engine from the EA211
series, keyless entry, smartphone connectivity, and a
full set of six airbags are fitted as standard. All in all, the
Polo is a completely new vehicle that is sportier and
more technologically advanced.
Volkswagen Singapore is offering the Polo in two

versions – the Comfortline and the Beats. Both come
with a petrol engine with 115hp of power and 200 Nm
of torque. Fitted with a 7-speed dual-clutch gearbox
(DSG) as standard, the Polo accelerates from 0-100
km/h in 9.5 seconds.
The new Polo falls into VES Banding B. The Polo
Comfortline 1.0 TSI (DSG) goes on sale at S$89,900 while
the Polo Beats 1.0 TSI (DSG) is being offered at $99,900,
offering a powerful eight-channel amplifier, digital
sound processor, subwoofer, and six speakers with a
300-watt output, as well as a large panoramic sunroof.
Dyson will construct its first advanced automotive
manufacturing facility in Singapore. The bespoke
two-storey manufacturing facility is scheduled for
completion in 2020.

As a tribute to its longstanding relationship
with customers, Shell Singapore has created
six model replicas of its fuel tankers from the
1920’s – 2010’s. These fuel tankers have played
an essential role in meeting the needs of the
world’s economy over the years, and their
designs are characteristic of the era when they
were on the road. A new Shell fuel tanker model
will be released every two weeks starting on 22
October 2018.

Dyson’s history in Singapore began 11 years ago
with a small engineering team developing our high
speed, digital, electric motors. Since then, they
have grown to 1,100 people strong, and have made
over fifty million high-speed Dyson Digital Motors.
“Singapore is central to our future and we expect
to more than double our team there,” said Jim
Rowan, CEO of Dyson.

“We know our customers enjoy collecting Shell
memorabilia as one of their ways to express
love for the brand; releasing this exciting
collection is a perfect opportunity to honour
the past, while offering our customers new
mementos that signify our commitment to
grow with them,” said Ms. Aarti Nagarajan,
General Manager, Retail Sales & Operations,
Shell Singapore.
Both drivers and non-drivers can redeem
a Shell fuel tanker model at $8.90 with
every $60 spent at any Shell station in
Singapore. This includes purchases of Shell
fuels and spend at Shell SELECT, Shell’s
branded convenience retail stores. Citi Credit
Cardmembers can enjoy an exclusive $2 off
each Shell fuel tanker model.
For more information, please visit www.shell.
com.sg/fueltankers.

Dyson’s Singapore Technology Centre is located at
Science Park One and its Advanced Manufacturing
Centre at West Park where it manufactures 21m
motors a year on autonomous production lines.
Dyson draws on Singapore’s pool of highly skilled
engineers and scientists, developing Dyson’s
latest technologies as well as core robotic and
software expertise.

Dyson To Make
Electric Vehicles
In Singapore

The production manufacturing facility will
build on Dyson’s existing advanced motor and
battery expertise in Singapore and draw on the
nation’s expertise in Research & Development,
advanced manufacturing, automation and access
to supply chains. The location was chosen due
to proximity and access to high-growth markets,
ready access to a supply chain of advanced
materials and components, availability of highlyskilled engineers and scientists and advanced
manufacturing capability.
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2X4 FIESTA
@CARROS

The Best Mix Of
Motoring, Ever

Food and Beverages available, with El Cubanos
and Hatter Street Crawford whipping up some
of the deliciously delightful chow for everyone!

TEXT JONATHAN LIM
PHOTOS JONATHAN LIM & BRIDGESTONE

The team from National University of
Singapore (NUS) Formula SAE and their
formula-style race car. NUS Formula SAE is
a Singapore student engineering team that
designed and built a formula-style race car
from the ground up.

O

n 30 September 2018, with 2X4 Fiesta@
Carros kicked off on the rooftop level of
Carros Centre, from 3pm to 8pm.

Even if it was a short 5-hour event, there were
plenty of hot rides from cars and bikes. A mini
Wicked Wallop, an event for custom and classic
motorcycle lifestyle, custom culture, music
and people, will be held on location as well.
With the free admission and parking, be spoilt
with food choices, race queens, and party vans
rolling demos, there was plenty of sights and
sounds to entertain the guests.
Activities such as remote control (RC) car
drifting demos, with hands on RC drifting by
Drift Society, a driving simulator competition by
Asia Driver Search (ADS) with a simulator built
by SimFai Solutions, Bicycle Trials showcase
by Seatless Demo Team & The Last of Us, and
the Automoment Network session, sharing of
plans and programmes among industry event
partners kept the tempo going strong.
Booths sold and promoted automotive related
products and services, from car audio systems,
surveillance cameras, power packs, Yokohama
tyres, Enkei and OZ Racing wheels, as well as
the latest Japanese motor oil, Ichiro Sieryu!

On display at the Fiesta was their latest
creation, the NUS R-18. Ranked 15th out of 120
teams and is the top team from Asia, and they
are the only team in the region to compete in
the annual Formula SAE Michigan competition
in USA.
The EMMA In-car Entertainment Competition
Heat 2 was held on the same day too, flip to
our ICE Event page for the full coverage!
Located at 60 Jalan Lam Huat, Carros Centre
is the largest freehold automobile mega hub
in Singapore, boasting over 2.3 million square
feet of built-up area, spanning across 8 floors
and 383 strata units. The spacious level 7 of
Carros Centre has been grabbing headlines as
a visually arresting space for automotive and
lifestyle events of various scales.
For more information on upcoming events
(psst, A Day For Honda on 25 November),
please bookmark and stay tuned to www.
carros.com.sg, or follow them on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/CarrosCentre
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From Evo To Evo
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

“I

t has been three years since we last spoke to the
owner of this Evolution X, but boy were we in for a
surprise as this is not the same Evo he was driving
before. With most of the Evo X’es registered
before 2009 - there is no denying that this car was
way ahead of the competition (hey WRX) with the
super fast Twin Clutch SST (Twin Clutch Sport Shift
Transmission).
Fast, comfortable enough to run errands around the
island. And now with the car serving daily duty, it
has to be an automatic - hence the switch to the SST
Evolution X for the sake of comfort, luxury, impressive
performance and daily practicality.
Being arguably Mitsubishi’s finest car to date with
one of the highest power output from a two-litre
turbocharged engine, it is still possible to eke
out even more performance with a little tinkering
about. When you have almost 300hp for a stock car,
combined with features and technology that makes
this one of the most track-ready cars, it’s no wonder
why plenty of enthusiasts own one, and we already
know of a few who have owned some.
Without wanting to blow up the SST gearbox, the
engine was kept stock during its rebuild but it
receives a complete Intercooler piping upgrade for

the tingling sensation of hearing a turbo whoosh. A
carbon fibre radiator cooling plate may look like a
dress-up item, but it serves double duty to direct air
flow efficiently from grille to the radiator for better
cooling.
Mitsubishi’s engineers had created a brand new
platform and the Super All Wheel Control (S-AWC)
vehicle dynamics control system which regulates
drive torque and braking force at each wheel... and
that is why it is left untouched during the makeover.
Why not the wilder previous Evo XI? While they are
much faster machines, the Evo X was picked because
of its distinction of being Mitsubishi’s one-car-do-all,
by being less extremely involved, but less tiring for
long distance cruising.
Of course, it isn’t fully stock per se.Transmitting the
fearsome bite of the brakes are highly rigid Advan
wheels in 18 inch. While growling a nice tone at idle,
the upgraded exhaust on this will make you feel its
presence once you stomp the gas. The deep burble of
the Fujitsubo exhaust builds up to a throaty bellow
once the turbo hits the sweet spot.
The cockpit is punctuated by the array of Defi gauges
for coolant and oil temperature, oil temperature as
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well as boost levels. Coming from another Evo X, many
familiar parts have found their way into their new home such as the exterior accessories and aero kits.
With the right mods, a selection of the right parts, a
standard mass-produced high-performance car which
looks largely like the standard Lancer on the inside, is
capable of thrilling the soul and stirring the emotions.
Perhaps Mitsubishi made this car as a testament to the
perfect four-door family car, a market segment which
manufacturers are gradually shying away from as families
move towards crossover cars. With Mitsubishi going ecofriendly and battling investor demands - it will be a long,
long time until we see something this wild ever to roll off
the Mitsubishi factory.

Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X
Engine

Aerodynamics

7

7

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

8

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

ENGINE
Carbon radiator cooling plate
ETS Air Intake Kit
Fully rebuilt 4B11
Fujitsubo twin exhaust
INTERIOR
Recaro seats
Defi gauges water temp oil temp boost
Apexi turbo timer
Defi VSD
HKS EVC
OMP deep dish steering wheel
Ralliart pedals
Alpine Head unit
EXTERIOR
Custom front bonnet dragon nose
Varis front bumper with canard
Repainted Brembo calipers
Advan racing 18 inch rims
Side skirt under tray
Craft square carbon wing mirror
Varis carbon gt wing with stand
Full Customised Ducatus Track Racing
Decal Design With Full Car Wrap by
Visionworkz

8

Handling

7

• GET YOUR OWS AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS TODAY FOR
A SURE WIN CHANCE OF UP TO $200 SHOPPING VOUCHERS.
• GET A REVERSE UMBRELLA FOR FREE WITH EVERY SERVICING PACKAGE
CKAGE
PURCHASED AT OUR PARTICIPATING WORKSHOPS.

PARTICIPATING WORKSHOPS
Yeow Koon Auto Care Pte Ltd
Blk. 3012 Bedok Industrial Park E
#01-2016
Singapore 489978
Tel : (65) 64482700

Prem Brothers Engineering & Motor Works
138 Woodlands Industrial Park E5
Singapore 757856
Tel : (65) 63684947 Fax : (65) 63689927

SinDo Car Accessory
No.2 #02-08 Yishun Industrial
St 1 North Point Bizhub
Singapore 768159
Tel: (65) 6734 6368 HP: (65) 9712 8156

Hup Lee Tyre & Battery Co. Pte Ltd
27-A Jurong Port Road
#01-33/35
Singapore 619101
Tel : (65) 62689790 Fax : (65) 62651726

Follow us on facebook

OWS GERMANY

Himec Auto Service Pte. Ltd.
Blk. 1007 Bt Merah Lane 3
#01-09
Singapore 159721
Tel:(65) 6273-3616 Fax:(65) 6278-0090

MODIfIcatIons
Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!

1.

T.M.Works
Ignite MSI

The ignite MSI multiple spark ignition by T.M Works
serves to eradicate problems related to direct
ignition coils, by enhancing the combustion
efficiency of the vehicle. This is carried out by
“encouraging” more sparks throughout the entire
spectrum of the rev range, improving the amount of
torque. It will not affect the ECU and ignition coils.
United Automobile - www.united-automobile.com

3.

Roadstone
N8000

Apart from offering maximum stability and excellent
handling even at high-speed conditions, they
also make every ride so much more comfortable.
This ultra high performance tyre features a super
soft silica compound for extreme grip and a new
asymetrical pattern that together provide super
sharp handling and cornering.
YHI Singapore - www.
yhiautomotive.com.sg

5.

CJ Dynamics
Big Brake Kit

A big 4-pot monobloc that will fit inside 17-inch wheels.
One of the lightest big 4-pot brake calipers in the market,
it is also the the first and only floating brake discs
rotors which are designed in Singapore.
Tested on Sepang International Circuit
for more than 30 hot laps on a track day,
these will enhance braking performance
for shorter braking distance.
Fong Kim Exhaust System - 9653 8773

2.

VP Racing
TORQ DX

VP Racing Fuels newest diesel race fuel formula
offer more power, more torque and more
consistent engine temperatures. It also lowers
engine temperatures with better consistency
across the rpm range. TORQ DX will allow for
extreme turbo pressures and readily accepts
power enhancing alcohol injection favored by
top professional pullers and racers.
Best Chemical Co Singapore - www.best-chemical.com

4.

Multi-Function
Dashboard

Clear the dashboard clutter with an all-in-one
display Featuring an OLED screen, it can display
4 types of displays. Built-in sensors include:
Boost, Oil Pressure, Tachometer, Speedometer,
Odometer, Exhaust temperature, Coolant
temperature, Air/fuel ratio and Oil temperature.
ACMA Engineering Works & Trading Pte Ltd - 6710 7654

6.

Volk Racing
TE37 Saga

This refined TE37 incorporate all these new
factors of a sports car with more power,
speed, and weight. Features include anti-tire
slip knurling finish, logo machining points,
and excessive mass reduction on the spoke
backside. Colors available are Diamond Dark
Gunmetal (MM) and Bronze Almite (BR).
Air Valve is included with each wheel and
optional center caps are available to purchase
separately. Available in 17 to 18-inch size.
Stamford Tyres Retail Singapore - 6262 3355

7.

Drive Industries H.D Adjustable Sway Bar End Linkage

These heavy duty adjustable sway bar end linkage feature low
friction and long life. It eliminates sway bar link flex, adjustable
sway bar positioning and is suitable for both lowered or lifted
vehicles. Fully engineered and made in Australia.
Drive Industries Singapore - 64535112

8.

Cepsa Super
Coolant

A Spanish premier product, it is an
organic coolant that is made from
an ethylene glycol base which is
environmentally-friendly and can
guarantee protection. Blended with
low toxicity and organic corrosion
inhibitors. It boasts a good anti-foam
characteristic to prevent water pump
cavitation, a high boiling point and
excellent cooling capacity. It is a long
life coolant as well.
Cepsa - www.cepsa.com
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Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

1.

2.

Advanti
Forchette

Advanti Racing Forchette is an elegant
wheel highlighted by 10 V-spokes rising
from a sunken center hub. It comes with
an alluring gloss black finish and accented
with machined face spoke for dramatic
appeal.Crafted from aerospace-grade
aluminum using advanced
casting technology to produce a wheel that
is lightweight and durable. Available in 17,18
and 19-inch sizes for Japanese and European Cars.

With the patented spill proof technology, a
rotating nozzle and thumb release trigger,
fuel dispensing will be a safer and cleaner
affair. Other features include self ventilation,
comfortable grip, and durable design. Other
features include a Child-Proof Fill Cap and
Spout Cap and this is EPA, CARB, DOT and
Canada UL Certified. 5 gallon capacity is now
available with 2.5 gallon due next year.

YHI Singapore - www.facebook.com/yhisingapore

3.

VP Racing
SureCan

Best Chemical Co Singapore www.best-chemical.com

OWS Fully Synthetic
Automatic Transmission Fluid
Designed to exceed the manufacturer’s requirements and
produced with HC synthesis technology in Germany, OWS
guarantees consistent quality, to the very last drop. OWS
offers a variety of fully synthetic ATF Fluid for automatic
transmissions, power steering units and hydraulic drives:
ATF Universal, CVT-ATF, DSG Fluid and the ATF 8-Speed
to suit the right gearbox for smooth shifting and proper
performance.
OWS - www.ows-germany.com

5.

Steelmate
TPMS TP-S7I

Sleeker, better and more energy
efficient than ever – solar powered
color display TPMS comes with 4
internal sensors and a solar colored
powered dashboard mountable
display which shows the tyre
pressures of all 4 tyres in BAR or PSI.
Stamford Tyres - 6263 2244

4.

Little Trees
Pump

Made in USA from the best ingredients, Little Trees
air fresheners are renown for the fresh, long-lasting
fragrance experience. The wide range of scents are
now available in a spray bottle for convenient use. It
instantly gets your car, home or office smelling better.
Concorde Auto Accessories - 6292 0087

6.

Ducatus
Engine Flush

Improve engine performance, restore engine
compression up to 99%, restore power, improve
fuel economy and reduce emissions. The Ducatus
engine flush removes carbon built-up in piston,
piston ring and cylinder liner. Furthermore, it
washes away oil sludge, contamination and metal
breakdown particles. A bottle sufficient for treat
to 3-5 litres engine oil and is recommended for
every oil change, for all type of gasoline and
diesel engines.
Unicla – 6844 2860

7.

Cellink B
battery

Enjoy BlackVue’s parking mode with a peace of
mind using the latest Cellink B battery which
comes in two models, B3 and B6. The Cellink
B is built with the safest battery technology
using LiFePO4 which will keep your BlackVue
dashcam running up to 34 hours in parking
mode with just 45 minutes of charging. Protects
new car warranty and has a long lifecycle, car
agents in Singapore use this as well!
Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691

8.

OBDII Head
Up Display

Hooked up to an OBDII port, this display can project important
information onto the front windshield at the eye level of the
driver. The display location and brightness can be adjusted. It
can display speed, RPM, fuel consumption and many other
parameters. It can be set up with a speed warning as well.
MCS Garage - 6538 4322
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XMAS WITH C
AN OOMPH

Ultimate Sock Stuffers
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

hristmas, the season of giving, is just around the corner, and we all know that
getting the right gifts for our loved ones is never an easy decision. To help
prevent you from scrambling for gift ideas on Christmas Eve like last year, why
not pump up the jam with Pioneer?
From Michael Buble’s solemn cover of ‘Silent Night’ to the cheerful tunes from
Mariah Carey’s ‘Santa Claus Is Comin’ To Town’, every commute will be a ride down
Christmas wonderland with Pioneer’s in-car entertainment products.

For the media junkie:
Pioneer AVH-Z9150BT

For the clarity freak:
Pioneer TS-Z65CH

A big 7-inch capacitive touchscreen that is brighter and
sharper and supports multi-touch. Free yourself with
cable-free compatibility with Apple CarPlay via wireless
connection to a compatible iPhone or a via a traditional
wired USB connection. Wi-Fi Certified Miracast supports
wireless mirroring of selected Android phones’ screen
onto the receiver’s touchscreen display and it works for
most Android apps such as navigation, messaging and
music apps.

Stock sounds boring. This is ideal for
audiophiles and discerning music lovers, the
new Z-Series speakers will deliver amazing
clarity and dynamism with a frequency
response of 96kHz – up to four times better
than most regular speakers.
Enjoy crystal-clear and crisp sounds with
the new Z tweeter, meticulously engineered
and tuned by Pioneer’s own professional
audio experts. Installation is a breeze in any
car thanks to the Z tweeter’s built-in swivel
function and tri-position mounting kit for
flush surface and bracket mounts.

For the bass head:
Pioneer TS-WX130DA
For the perfectionist:
Pioneer DEQ-S1000
Keeping the factory headunit isn’t a dead end anymore with
this, the perfect sound upgrade for OEM receivers. It has a
MOSFET 50W x 4 amplifier, 3 x Hi-Volt RCA pre-outs, and a
full-custom, high-performance 48-bit dual-core DSP. This
compact unit that can be easily installed almost anywhere in
your car and is compatible with various systems, without the
need to change your existing receiver.
Pioneer’s Sound Tune app that provides drivers the ability to
adjust all settings, from the simplest to the most advanced,
are intuitively accessible via your smartphone’s touchscreen,
with special sound effects like Super “Todoroki” Sound and
Live Simulations.

For that driver who wants bass and space, is Pioneer’s latest
compact subwoofer. Measuring only 28cm wide, 20cm deep
and 7cm tall, it is designed to fit under most car seats and
smaller spaces, making installation extremely easy for just
about any vehicle. It features a highly efficient Class-D amplifier
that cuts power consumption by up to 40 percent.
A wired remote and auto on/off power simplifies operations,
and there is also a DSP function and two selectable bass modes
to tune the subwoofer for different music genres!

CHOOSE PIRELLI AND TAKE CONTROL.

P ZERO™ SOFT

P ZERO™ MO

DIFFERENT TYRES, SAME TECHNOLOGY.
CHOSEN BY TOP MOTORSPORT SERIES AND BEST CAR MAKERS.
FOLLOW THEIR LEAD.

FEATURE CAR
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SIX FOUR EVER.
T

here are cars, and there are legends. It has been over 20 years, but the appeal
of the classic Civic never goes away - a lightweight track machine that was built
for the the daily drive.

More rare than a three-door Civic, is an owner who had this car built, not just for
himself, but his kids as well. Yes, this isn’t just a typical resto-mod project, given that
this garage queen is still capable of frightening Evo X drivers on the drag strip.

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

One may wonder why people still put in time, money and effort into a car. Yes, the
new Civic is faster with the turbo, yes, it is more comfortable to drive around daily
with a CVT transmission option, and it is much more grown up than the badge
suggests. But there will always be a person who is a true driver: The man who sits in a
car and wants to feel the man-machine bond and enjoy the drive.
In almost every way, the sixth generation Civic was the last of the driver’s Civic,
complete with superb handling from front double wishbone suspension and a
multi-link rear setup straight from Honda’s racing labs. There were automatics for
“sensible” buyers, but the performance guy will always go for the best shifting feel in
the market.
Sensible buyers won’t go for a “many owner” car, but for a rare gem, the number of
owners no longer applies. The car was stripped to the bare shell and rebuilt from the
ground up with a whole assortment of mind boggling parts.
To make the car look and feel new, Honda original parts - but with an aftermarket
touch. Gone are the heavy stuff, the battery, radiator, and the jumble of wires that

This nip and tuck operation enhances the look under the hood, and signifies that
you’re thoroughly paying attention to details. A clean build also helps in identifying
any potential problems and keeps the car going longer, since dirt will have less
chances to accumulate and degrade stuff.

HONDA CIVIC EK
Engine

Aerodynamics

9

9

Saving money to buy the best quality parts, looking cool is the secondary goal.
Straight away, you will notice the extremely rare ITB for a significantly improved engine
response. Next up, the reworked ignition distributor to make good use of all the
goodies inside the block. With the howling VTEC overtime especially when soaring way
above 8000rpm, we can only imagine the vibrations of joy felt behind the wheel.
This VTEC snarl is helped on by an Invidia catback exhaust system. Given that the
engine is more than capable enough to turbo cars at bay, it needs to have a chassis
to take advantage of the motor’s prowess. Brakes, suspension, subframe as well as
geometry tweaks were applied to keep this car bang-on for superb handling. The
original Rays CE28 with sticky Yokohama AD08Rs are just the icing on the cake!

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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9

ENGINE
ATS carbon clutch
AT Power ITB
400cc K series injector
Rywire custom tuck in radiator
Rywire tuck in brake line
Rywire fuel line
Password JDM Vtec solenoid cover
K Tuned Filler neck
AEM CDI
K20 coil plug
Blox Coolant expansion tank
Circuit Hero ignitions cover
Custom 19 row oil cooler with filter relocation kit
Custon 16AN water piping
Hasport mounting
Billion power steering tank
Speedracing Oil catch tank with custom 12AN piping
Relocation of Fuel box
Relocation of battery to rear
Custom Yellow valve cover
Custom hidden aircon piping
Invidia Approved exhaust system
Spoon reservoir socks
Custom Chrome nuts n mouting base/parts
Link G4 tuned by TorqueRAC
Engine Overhaul By Joe From Js Garage

The interior received several hella-JDM touches as well, with full-on Japan-sourced
parts like the original GPS climate control panel which works a charm despite
displacing the multimedia receiver location. Bride Stradia ll Venus seats, No Good
Racing steering wheel, Spoon gear knob, DC2 meter, original EK9 carpets and door
panels with a crazy-but-good carbon plated interior.
It is a pity to find only a handful of Civic EKs hatchbacks in Singapore, but we strongly
believe that the remaining ones will be fully pampered by crazy passionate owners.
A traditional classic car collector might scoff at the idea of restoring a Honda Civic
from the 1990s, but there is no denying that high-quality, detail-oriented JDM restomod projects will always prove that sensibility is not always fun.

UNDERCARRIAGE
AP 4 pot front brake
BC suspenion
Ek9 rear brake
ASR subframe
Hardrace camber kit
Hardrace RCA
Rear room bar
Front strut bar
Original 16” 4x100 ce28
AD08R 215 55 16

BMW X2 dAHLer competition line

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

From Generation
to Generation

spoil the engine bay’s clean looks. Need we mention that the entire car was painted
inside out?

.. FULLY PAMPERED BY
CRAZY PASSIONATE
OWNERS …

INTERIOR
Bride stradia ll Venus a pair
Bride seat rails
4 x defi (oil n water temp/pressure)
AEM A/F ratio Guage
No Good Racing steering
K tuned shifter extension
Spoon Gearknob
JDM GPS Climate Control
DC2 meter
Ek9 carpet
Ek9 door panel
Carbon interior by Bryan from JDM SPEC Racing
EXTERIOR
Custom spray on Spoon livery and gunmetal
engine bay by Mum Zai from Juzz Color
Mugen Lip
Varis Carbon bonnet
Craft Square mirror
Spoon Spoiler
DECALS BY EDISON FROM WRAPSTYLE SINGAPORE
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A SWIFT
COMEBACK

Small and nimble: How Suzuki
weathers the storm.
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

S

uzuki is known to make value for money cars
that are fun to drive, more than any other
automaker. According to Mr Kinji Saito, executive
general manager of Suzuki Motor Corporation.
The Swift 1.0 Turbo has injected new life into the small
hatchback segment, but what about the Swift Sport?
We have some talk...
How do u think the car will do? there has not been
a cheap and cheerful car in this small and sporty
segment since the clio rs and polo gti... and those
weren’t very cheap.
In due time, the Suzuki Swift Sport will be arriving in
Singapore. We are working to introduce it to Singapore
between September and October. Well, let me explain
why: The Suzuki Swift Sport meant for the Japanese
market has a wheel track of 1695mm due to Japan’s
tax structure. However, we have developed the export
model to have a wider track of 1735mm. This increase
in track width also offers a more stable ride at high
speeds for more fun!

Say, what about the Jimny?
It’s a surprise demand for us too as we have
completely sold out of this car in Japan. We are
working hard at introducing it as soon as possible
around the world. This is the car which has a good
variety of choices that will convince customers that
Suzuki makes exciting cars.
Has Suzuki fared in Singapore, with just the Vitara
on sale?
Because of Singapore’s unique market and
homologation process, cars will take a long time to
be registered - plus sometimes approval takes so long
that a model may become uncompetitive by the time
it is allowed to be registered. However, with Suzuki
moving to our new Boosterjet turbo, emissions have
come down considerably and we hope to see a wider
range of Suzukis in Singapore.
What do you reckon are the big hurdles for Suzuki in
singapore?
The Singapore market is very different from the
rest of the world. Customers are pretty particular
about the size of the car. Singapore also has a very
unique emission testing procedure - which add up
to additional cost for customers. That is not that
beneficial for everyone, if I may...

So, moving forward, what sort of product strategy do
you think will work for the Singapore market?
Customers today are going digital. They’re even more
sensitive to cars when it comes to quality, size and
affordability compared to a few years back. Still, we’ve
discovered that customers still rank performance
first - which is why we designed the suspension
and engine for maximum performance. This will
leave the customers with a positive impression and
overall satisfaction.
Do you think people still appreciate hatchbacks
today? We know we do, but some of us are in our 40s
and grew up with the original Swift GTI...
Hatchbacks are the evergreen cars, even while
crossovers are gaining popularity. They still offer
reasonably good utility and handling in a easy
package. An example is a big SUV: It offers much
more space but the drive is not enjoyable due to the
handling. Sporty handling is still the hatchback’s forte.
Before we go, will we see a return of the Ciaz and
Kizashi?
The Ciaz is selling well elsewhere but we are forced to
set a more realistic expectation for this market. That
said, we are still very active in making fun sedans to
meet the market demands!
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..BEING A CAR ENTHUSIAST
DOESN’T MEAN OWNING A
PERFORMANCE CAR...
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TOYOTA STARLET

Small in size,
Epic performance.

Engine

Aerodynamics

7

7

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

7

8

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

Once in a while, you reflect on yourself on how much
bigger you’ve grown over the years, and that was what
meeting this little box was like. It was Toyota’s first
supermini with a front-wheel drive. Just for comparison,
our 2009 Hyundai Getz looks enormous next to it..
While the EP71 is rare, the EP70 here, is the most common
surviving Starlet you might find today. Of course, pardon
the EP71 body kit… afterall, which EP70 owner doesn’t
resist the urge to put on some nice EP71 kit? Way before
the Lancerlutions became popular right here.
The not-so-hot Starlet was still a joy to drive since it had
the advantage of an extremely short wheelbase, plus a
lightweight 750kg-ish body which began to move the
moment the wind started to blow. Squeezing into this car
isn’t just about getting in, it’s like being transported into
the cyberpunk universe, with all the crazy 80’s high-tech
dials looking at you - yep, they’re lifted from the Starlet
EP71 as well..
Harking back to the old school, is a Weber 38/38 twin
carburettors. You have to thank carbs for making intake
modifications legal in Singapore because it does add a
good performance upgrade, since it allows more fuel and
air into the engine (and with a better ignition, more gainz).
To make most of the power, is an upgraded clutch, while
the custom 4-2-1 exhaust header and custom free flowing
exhaust is a welcome godsend, since Toyota no longer
makes spares for this old girl. Instead of cramming more

power, changing the gear ratios in the gearbox and fitting
a LSD made this wonder fly.
The soft handling was banished with an entire series of
upgrades, ranging from the coilovers, suspension control
arms and additional chassis enforcement. Whiteline
swaybars for both the front and rears, adjustable panhard
rod (hello live rear axle). There is plenty of custom
suspension work done too, with the FTuned Racing
adjustable coilovers on Pedders springs and bolted to
customized adjustable caster top mounts. Behind the front
fenders, custom fender braces.

UNDERCARRIAGE
Front 24mm Whiteline swaybar
Rear 20mm Whiteline adjustable swaybar
with custom mounts
Whiteline adjustable panhard rod
Whiteline Anti Lift Kit for front control arms
Whiteline adjustable front and rear strut bars
FTuned Racing adjustable coilovers with
rear tuned Pedders springs and customized
adjustable caster top mounts.
Custom fender bars

All of those sounds like this will be a real jiggly ride, but
no matter, the interior is a nice place to be. Apart from
a modern looking Defi to monitor the engine’s vitals,
everything was fully redone: Restored front seats from
original turbo Starlet joins the re-upholstered half leather
roof and door panels. The Turbo steering wheel re-wrapped
in leather, and it looks completely awesome in front of the
Turbo dashboard with additional trays and speaker grilles.
Right now, you may think this car is slow car dressed
up to look fast… at the hands of a skilled driver, this
featherweight boxer is capable of delivering a podium
finish. In Grassroots Autotest, a Starlet went up against a
Mini Cooper S and a Civic Type R… and finished third. Mind
you, it’s a 30 year old car vs cars 20 years younger..
Being a car enthusiast doesn’t mean owning a performance
car, or throwing on the most expensive parts you can find.
Even the unwanted and unloved rust bucket on sale on the
internet for less than $2000 can deliver the most intense
motoring experience you’ll ever have.
We need more cars like this. Badly!

8

ENGINE
SARD aluminium radiator
XTreme super single organic clutch
Custom 4-2-1 exhaust header
Custom free flowing exhaust
Weber 38/38 twin carburettors, tuned by Gary’s
Engineering
Gearbox with custom ratios and LSD
Cusco oil catch tank
FK Massimo engine oil

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

W

hen did turbochargers go mainstream? Before
we read you a list of turbocharged Japanese
cars today, Those born in the 80’s will always
remember the crazy turbo Starlet EP71.

INTERIOR
Fully re-upholstered in half leather including roof, door
panels, turbo steering wheel re-wrapped in leather
Turbo dashboard with additional tray and speaker grilles
Front seats from original turbo Starlet, restored and reupholstered last month
Full turbo meters and dash
Turbo Starlet steering wheel
Turbo Starlet original front seats fully restored
Defi Advance display and sensors
EXTERIOR
Starlet turbo bumpers
Starlet Turbo side skirts
Original working fog lights
Rear light cluster from Turbo

SOUND UNLEASHED.
Upsize your sound with Pioneer’s latest A-Series speakers, subwoofer and smartphone enabled processor. Pioneer’s
Universal Sound Processor and Sound Tune app incorporate a more enhanced, customisable sound performance for
your car. Experience a sound that will blow you away. Feel the power. FEEL THE DETAILS.
www.pioneercarsound.com

facebook.com/PioneerCarEntertainment

Pioneer Sound Tune App available for iOS and Android

PIONEER ELECTRONICS ASIACENTRE PTE. LTD. 2 Jalan Kilang Barat, #07-01 Singapore 159346 Tel: +65 6378 7777
Do not use your Pioneer system if doing so will divert your attention in any way from the safe operation of your vehicle. Always observe safe driving rules. In some countries, certain operations of devices while driving may be illegal. Where such regulations apply, they must be obeyed. Pioneer Multimedia Receivers are compatible with selected Android and iPhone smartphones only. Compatibility
with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, AppRadio Mode +, AppRadioLIVE and third-party applications varies by the iPhone/ Android models and their software versions. Android Auto may not be available on all devices and is not available in all countries or regions. Bluetooth® functionality requires a compatible Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. AppRadio LIVE requires a Pioneer AppRadio Mode
compatible in-dash receiver. Specific models vary by region. Certain Bluetooth features may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth-enabled devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices or by certain wireless carriers. Pioneer does not guarantee compatibility with all USB mass storage devices and assumes no responsibilities for any loss of data on
media players, smartphones, or other devices while using the receiver. FLAC Codec support are for the files stored in USB thumb drive. Playback capability for various content may change. The maximum playback resolution is 840 x 480 varied by model. Selected compatible codec* with USB devices are not compatible with Full HD playback. Require accessories and cables sold separately. Products
shown are for illustration only. Actual product/s may vary. All product information is correct at time of publishing. For details, please check with your local authorised dealer.

www.pioneer-carglobal.com/avh/en/z/
www.pioneer.com.sg

AppRadioLIVE, AppRadio, PIONEER and MIXTRAX are registered trademarks of Pioneer Corporation. Apple, iPod, iPhone, CarPlay and the CarPlay logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android, Android
Auto, and other marks are trademarks of Google Inc. The Android robot is reproduced or modified from work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License.
BLUETOOTH is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. SPOTIFY and the Spotify logo are among the registered trademarks of Spotify AB. Compatible mobile digital devices and premium subscription required,
where available, see http://www.spotify.com. Waze is a registered trademark of Google Inc. All other brands, product names, or logos may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Authorised Dealers

North

AutoTrend Enterprise
Choon Chong Auto Co.
Chuan Sing Auto Accessories
Express Motion Pte Ltd
JL Sim Lim Auto A/C Accessories
Knight Auto Accessories
Nam Huat Auto Accessories
RST Auto Accessories
TS Auto Accessories & Trading

Tel: 6253 3333
Tel: 6459 8068
Tel: 6280 2822 / 6459 1811
Tel: 6453 4522
Tel: 6282 6180
Tel: 6754 3616
Tel: 6454 2262
Tel: 6456 5108
Tel: 6851 6090 / 6339 3721

West

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Hai Wee Enterprise
Nam Huat Auto Accessories

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6566 5983
Tel: 6566 2080 / 6316 3373

East

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Chop Yong Moh
Foon Audio Garage
King's Way Sound Garage
Leader Automobile Workshop
New Concord Auto Parts Trading Co.
New Generation Auto Sound Enterprise
Sin Hoe Whatt Auto Accessories
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6344 1854
Tel: 6841 2773
Tel: 6748 9993 / 6749 9993
Tel: 66358338
Tel: 6742 8769
Tel: 6348 6220
Tel: 6288 7580
Tel: 6841 6882

Central

Singtrade Marketing & Services Pte Ltd
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6354 2853
Tel: 6276 8826
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SHARP
SHOOTER
100%

CLARITY OF

SOUND

Urive HIT - $448
- Front & Rear HD (1080x720)
- 3.5 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP

Albatross IV
Urive Albatross IV - $698
- Front & Rear Full HD
- 4 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP
- LDWS & FCWS Function

Urive A5 - $358
- Front HD - Rear VGA
- Parking Mode function
- 3.5” Touch Screen
- 30 fps with PIP

Like us on Facebook @ Urive Singapore!
Website: www.urive.co.kr
Email: urivesg@gmail.com
Contact: 8668-7700
Address: 65 Ubi Road 1 #02-78
Oxley Bizhub S(408729)

All prices quoted are before installation & GST if applicable.
Register Your Urive Blackbox Warranty at www.aimnet.com.sg
Warranty is valid when installed by Authorized dealers.
Optional GPS is available for all models
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WAZE IN APPLE
CARPLAY
Apple CarPlay now supports the Waze
mapping app in Apple’s iOS 12. Users can
view the app on the radio screen, and
access features like voice support. Drivers
may also report issues to other drivers as
they would on their smartphones, now
via the radio screen. Waze follows the
release of Google Maps within CarPlay.

EMMA
THAILAND
QUALIFYING
ROUND
EMMA Thailand recently completed
its 1st QR of the season, in preparation
for the Asia Finals. The event was
held on September 22 and 23 at Brio
Phutthamonthon, near Bangkok in
Thailand. Over 60 cars were present to
compete in Sound Quality as well as ESPL
and ESQL. The next event will be held
in October at the Save More complex in
Korat, Thailand.

EMMA CHINA IN FOSHAN
EMMA China´s sixth round of the season
in September resulted in a remarkable
“sound-off”, due to the stiff competition
to qualify for the EMMA China finals
in November. Majority of competitors
came from cities in the Western part of
Guangdong province. Coincidentally, this
day was also one of the most important

holidays in China, the Moon Festival.
The main sponsor of this sound-off,
Quartorigo, prepared a special BBQ and
drinks for all people involved, as part of
the festival-like atmosphere. We should
be expecting a hotly-contested EMMA
China finals, which will also be held in
Foshan on the 23rd of November!

TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS PETER LEE MODEL EKATHERINA ZAKAMSKAYA
BY PETER LEE FROM EMMA RUSSIA
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SHUTTLE
SOUND
HARLEY

				
, the owner of this Honda Shuttle,
shares a strong passion for car audio. In-car entertainment (ICE) has always
been on his mind, and he wasted no time getting to the drawing board to craft
his desired mobile media hauler. The Honda Shuttle is more than decent to
work with when it comes to ICE enhancements, with plenty of usable space for
fabrication and customisation. The space leading up to the trunk is extensive,
allowing the owner to scope out what exactly is needed for a ride that extends
beyond its personality.

- Practical hauler with superior vocals -

Harley engages the expertise of Chuan Sing to design
his dream ICE setup. Kenny, the owner, offered his best
solution to him, which we very well know can compete
with the very best in the ICE community! The project
starts off with the Pioneer 2 din multimedia source
unit, which can handle various media play modes and
files that suit Harley best. These are then connected
directly to the Mosconi DSP 6 to 8 PRO sound processor,
which builds up all the tuning factor possibilities like
time alignment, crossover, equalizers and more. Nothing
comes close to this system’s flexibility, which endows the
user to customise a wide spectrum of options.
2 units of Mosconi’s latest innovation, the PRO 4/10
amplifiers that powers 120 Watts per channel into the Hi,
Mid, Midbass and Sub-bass were selected. These state of

the art amplifiers are one of the best in the business, with superior sound, power
and precision - all Made in Italy.
The Micro Precision drivers on the A Pillar are the 7 series tweeter with Z series
Midrange. Along with the 7 series Midbass on the door panel, they work in
tandem to control the front stage. These are made by Thomas Hoffmann in West
Germany. These drivers are well known for its unlimited capabilities
to perform and excel, and can no doubt compete with the very best!
The Gladen Zero 12 Pro subwoofer sits in a custom sealed enclosure
in the trunk, with 400 Watts of bass - more than sufficient to deliver
punchy beats on demand. These high precision bass drivers have a
normax spider with die-cast Aluminium basket, which brings the
subwoofer to the next level. It is handmade in Germany, too.
The overall result hits all the right notes when it comes to audio
performance, catering to every angle of the sound spectrum.
There is high-end, distortion-free smoothness for soundtracks
that render more towards clarity, and yet it is capable of
administering full-fledged oomph for songs that cater towards
louder beats. Visually, the flawless craftsmanship of Chuan
Sing can be seen right from the get-to, from the beautiful
display of the trunk, well positioned A Pillar and highly crafted
workmanship. They remain as one of the top installers in
Singapore, no doubt!
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SYSTEM DIAGRAM

MOSCONI
DSP 6TO8 PRO

MOSCONI
PRO 4/10

MICRO PRECISION
7 SERIES TWEETER

MICRO PRECISION
Z SERIES MID

MOSCONI
PRO 4/10

MICRO PRECISION
7 SERIES MIDBASS

GLADEN
ZERO 12 PRO

The Honda Shuttle is more than decent to work with
when it comes to ICE enhancements, with plenty of
usable space for fabrication and customisation”
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TEXT & PHOTO TEAM REV

Heat 2 EMMA Singapore
Championship 2018
concludes in style

S

ingapore’s best car audio installers were out in full
force again, this time as part of EMMA Singapore’s
Heat 2 competition on Sunday, the 30th of
September. Carros Centre located at 60 Jalan Lam
Huat was the host once again, proving time and again to be
a trusted, pleasant venue for large-scale events to be held.
Although events started proper from 11am all the way
to 8pm, preparations were underway way before the
judging process. This is due to the more festival-like
atmosphere, in an attempt to tie in more stakeholders
such as audiophiles, installers, spectators and suppliers.
Events that ran concurrently with Heat 2 of EMMA
Singapore’s championship included a remote control
drifting demonstration, as well as a hands-on session
for the public, proudly organised by Drift Society. There
was also a driving simulator competition by Asia Driver
Search (ADS), powered by SimFai Solutions. And of
course visitors were pampered with food, drinks, music
and bikes at the “Prelude of The Wicked Wallop 2019”
event. Additional F&B were provided by EL CUBANOS
and Hatter Street Crawford. There was also a Bicycle Trials
showcase by Seatless Demo Team & The Last of Us.
A more technical aspect was provided, with a workshop

held by Automoment, labelled as The Automoment
Network session. The team shared plans and
programmes with industry event partners.
Around 90 entries with 70 competition cars were
present. International Head Judges from Russia,
Thailand, Indonesia and The Philippines were there to
judge the event.
Local installers present at the event included Action
Auto, Chuan Sing, Foon Audio, Audio Solution,
Dimension Audio, New Generation, ST Audio Master,
Han Revolution, Xtremez Audio, King’s Way and Alquest
Sound. Some well known installers from Malaysia also
took the effort to compete, namely New Jackson, Kai Ling
and Great Sound were sporting as always to show what
they had to offer in the region!
Although we are well into Q4 2018, things are not
looking to cool down for the ICE industry in the region.
Watch this space as we bring you the grand finale - the
EMMA Asia Finals on the 25th of November, there the
best of the best compete for top honours!
[For more EMMA-related content and full results, visit
www.emmanet.info & www.emmasingapore.com]
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Music is a strong force.
Music can change your life,
Music can start a revolution.
Music can bring you down,
Music can make you understand.

3 Series $968 (2 way Passive)
Strong & Universal

Music can make you laugh.
Music can create a tear.
Music let’s you know.. You are alive!

5 Series $1,488 (2 way Passive)
Wide Range $598 (80mm Midrange)
Wide & Deep Room Information

7 Series $2,368 (2 way Active)
Spectrum of Musical Energy
*Prices include installation and accessories

RCA Interconnect Cable
Pin Point Precision
SQ 0.75M - $358
SQ 1.25M - $378
SQ 1.75M - $398
Speaker Cables
SQ 2.75M - $408
Silver & Copper Dual core
SQ 5M - $468
Price on Application

Z Studio Price on Application
Highest & Most Precise

Z Series $5,868 (2 way Active)
$7,868 (3 way Active)
$2,388 (10” Woofer)
One of the World’s Most Famous

(65) 9272 7878
terence@ice-net.biz | microprecision.de

All Micro Precision products are
manufactured in Germany
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TRACK 2
STREET

or clutches from ZF.

Racing tech makes its
way into your car, and no
it’s not just rubber...
TEXT & PHOTOS ZF

With many twists and turns, the Marina
Bay Street Circuit is a challenging course
for any experience driver. Uneven road
conditions and frequent braking along
with low average speeds around the
corners, coupled with the hot and
humid weather conditions in Singapore,
means that race cars have to be prepared to stretch
beyond its limits or end up veering off course and
headed for the barriers.
Despite tough conditions on the race track, 6 out of the
top 10 drivers in the lead so far proudly sped past the
finishing line in race cars equipped with parts from ZF.

ut of the top ten drivers in 2018 Singapore Grand
Prix, six of them drove in cars supplied with parts
from ZF. With a handful of races to the end of
2018’s Grand Prix Season, ZF has had little time to rest
as they continue to supply the top performance cars
throughout 21 countries.

O

What makes them so special?
The technology behind these cars enable them to
push their limits thanks to each piece working in sync
beneath the hood. The race cars from Ferrari, Sauber,
Force India and Haas are equipped with dampers from
ZF, while the race cars from Red Bull are equipped with
ZF’s clutches.

ZF has a longstanding partnership with motorsports
teams: the racing cars of Scuderia Ferrari – the most
successful team in Formula 1 history – and Red Bull,
Sauber, Toro Rosso and Haas all feature shock absorbers

The F1 carbon clutch is specifically developed according
to each driver’s requirements, featuring a 97mm
pull type clutch that is applicable for speeds of up to
22,000rpm, a transmittable torque exceeding 800Nm, a

carbon friction material for optimized starting behavior,
a diaphragm spring with higher thermal stability as well
as a clutch housing made with high-strength titanium.
The F1 damper is a through-rod damper made of
titanium, a housing made of high-strength aluminum
with a piston diameter of less than 30mm and weighing
less than 300grams. To put all that in perspective, each
specification in the products will work hand in hand to
deliver top notch performance and ensure maximum
safety during every race.
To reach this level of technological precision, dedication
is key. ZF has been a motorsport supporter for many
years offering products with excellent connection and
installation options, optimal functions and a long service
life – perfectly designed for applications at the technical
limit. Be it Formula 1, Formula E, DTM, or ADAC GT
Masters, and other international racing series like Super
GT and IMSA SportsCar Championship
The extensive know-how acquired on the world’s
toughest race tracks has also been incorporated into
the development of the products that ZF Aftermarket
offers under the Lemförder, Sachs, and TRW product
brands. ZF’s dedication extends beyond making
quality car parts, also offering on-site service (ZF Race
Engineering) to ensure a comprehensive service at
the race track.
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WRC

MTB

It’s a race to the
bottom, huh?

and vice versa as the fast-travelling pair cut through
a stunning green vista meandering through
windmills dotting the landscape.

TEXT & PHOTOS REDBULL

Lousã once had a place on the WRC calendar back in
the 1980s and 1990s while this particular bike track
is a favourite of the Atherton siblings, Dan, Gee and
Rachel, as well as Lacondeguy himself.

I

s it quicker to travel by four wheels or two? It’s
a race to the bottom of Lousã hill with two very
different modes of transport to determine which
is faster.
Common sense suggests it would be no contest
between the 300-plus bhp Hyundai Motorsport rally
car and a downhill mountain bike.
But a duel between Dani Sordo in his World Rally
Championship car and Spanish freerider Andreu
Lacondeguy proved it was anything but. Here is all
you need to know:

On four wheels, the descent is a more scenic
route, kicking up gravel, dust and leaves along
the way while Lacondeguy’s path to the finish
bell is a tad more direct, thereby evening up the
seeming no contest.
Of the head to head, Lacondeguy said: “Dani was
just insane in the car. The first shot we did he had to
turn on this gnarly corner, all gravelly, and I couldn’t
believe it. The guy just nailed the turn.”

The pair took on the novel challenge titled
Fast Encounter on Lousã hill in the heart of
Portugal, Sordo on a rally track, Lacondeguy on a
neighbouring bike track.

As for Sordo’s take, he said: “He is incredible what he
does, I think we can see both sides with the WRC car
and him going downhill really fast. I am impressed
with him, what he is doing is unbelievable. It is always
nice to see him doing jumps and crazy downhills.”

Their courses overlapped, car jumping over cyclist

And as for the winner? Sordo, but barely.

STIG TESTED.

CHECK OUT

TOPGEAR.COM
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STING LIKE A

BUTTERFLY

We chat with Emily Peng, who
isn’t afraid to defy convention
in her Kia Stinger GT
STORY: DEYNA CHIA
/ PHOTOS: PETER LEE

G

lobal warming and the environmental
concerns have given rise to the movement
to electrify transport. We’re constantly told
that hybrids like the Prius and fully-electric
cars like the supercar-baiting Model X “are the
future”. All that serene (near silent) and seamless
(yet soulless) forward propulsion – that’s already
more than half of everything I look for in motoring
dispensed with...
What happens then to the YOLO (you only live
once), driving-pleasure-deriving petrolheads that
comprise you, our eminently sensible readers, and us?
For now, brands like Ferrari, Porsche, Mercedes-Benz,
Audi, and BMW continue to deliver conventional
engined cars that tug at our heartstrings with design,
and raise our pulses with dynamic performance
(thumping, snarling engines that kick-out more
horsepower than we can use in inclement weather or
patchy tarmac).
Not to be outdone, car manufacturers across the
pond, like Kia, have commissioned projects like the
turbocharged Stinger 2.0L and twin-turbocharged 3.3L
(the Stinger GT) to clearly state its ambition to ascend
into the league of credible performance car
manufacturers. If the numerous positive reviews of the
Stingers, in particular the V6-engined, 365bhp, 510Nm,
8spd auto, 4.9secs (0-100km/h), 270km/h Stinger GT,
are anything to go by, we’d say the folks in Kia have put
themselves on the map.
In terms of positioning, Kia claims that the

rear-wheel driven Stinger GT is aimed squarely at the
BMW 440i or Audi S5 Sportback, albeit at a more
attractive price point. To put things in perspective,
there’s literally no new car in this performance and
spec that punches out 500Nm under S$200k. What. A.
Steal.
Someone who shares our sentiment is Emily
Peng, proud owner of a pearl white Stinger GT.
Her previous cars, a Toyota Corolla and
Mercedes-Benz A-Class, stoked our interest to
understand why she decided on the Stinger GT.
Coming from an A 180, which she found
too sedate, Emily spent four months
researching and test-driving all forms of
hot-hatches and sedans, eventually leaning
towards a certain yet to be released AMG.
“It started off as a joke with my friends,
that I wanted a five second (0-100km/h)
car that was also wallet-friendly. I read the
rave reviews of the Stinger GT before it
arrived in Singapore, but apparently no one
else did.” Emily even attended the local launch
of the car!
Self-described as “fun, outgoing and someone
continuously seeking improvement”, it turns out
Emily is something of a petrolhead (by our definition,
that means someone who prefers combustion engines
to hybrids or electric, enjoys both the aural and
dynamic experience of road-hugging rocket ships, and
the occasional whiff of gasoline, burnt clutches and
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well as boost levels. Coming from another Evo X, many
familiar parts have found their way into their new home such as the exterior accessories and aero kits.
With the right mods, a selection of the right parts, a
standard mass-produced high-performance car which
looks largely like the standard Lancer on the inside, is
capable of thrilling the soul and stirring the emotions.
Perhaps Mitsubishi made this car as a testament to the
perfect four-door family car, a market segment which
manufacturers are gradually shying away from as families
move towards crossover cars. With Mitsubishi going ecofriendly and battling investor demands - it will be a long,
long time until we see something this wild ever to roll off
the Mitsubishi factory.

Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X
Engine

Aerodynamics

7

7

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

8

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

ENGINE
Carbon radiator cooling plate
ETS Air Intake Kit
Fully rebuilt 4B11
Fujitsubo twin exhaust
INTERIOR
Recaro seats
Defi gauges water temp oil temp boost
Apexi turbo timer
Defi VSD
HKS EVC
OMP deep dish steering wheel
Ralliart pedals
Alpine Head unit
EXTERIOR
Custom front bonnet dragon nose
Varis front bumper with canard
Repainted Brembo calipers
Advan racing 18 inch rims
Side skirt under tray
Craft square carbon wing mirror
Varis carbon gt wing with stand
Full Customised Ducatus Track Racing
Decal Design With Full Car Wrap by
Visionworkz

8

Handling

7

The Ultimate Gymkhana Race

B

ack with the third instalment of motor show, the 3-day Velocity Motor Show 2018 held
in Kepong, Plaza Arkadia Outdoor Carpark in Desa Parkcity, was the biggest of its kind
in Malaysia. It attracted a huge crowd of motorsports enthusiasts with its impressive
motorsports displays.
From monster show trucks to modified pick-up trucks, local car clubs display to streetwear fashion
and sneakers trade, extreme sports competition (VHYPES BMX and Skateboarding) to live music
performances by local artists, all these exciting activities simply kept visitors of all ages entertained.
Hyping and stealing the lime light of the event was the highly intensive Gymkhana Competition,
organised by Ian Khong, Head of Operation for Grass Racing Autosports (GRA). Motorsport
enthusiasts got to witness the top gymkhana drivers from both Malaysia and Singapore battled
out, raced against time through high speed layout.
Although it was the first experience for Singapore drivers to race in a totally new territory, it didn’t
deter our semi-pro drivers from securing top position in the gymkhana race. With their efforts paid
off, we would like to congratulate our Singapore gymkhana drivers, Sylvester Lim and Chase Lim for
winning Fastest All Wheel Drive Award and Championship title for 1,600NA Category respectively.
Well done drivers! Cheers for your best efforts in keeping the Singapore flag flying!

GRASS RACING
AUTOSPORTS
TEXT KRADO LOW
PHOTOS ZOLENE TAN (ZO TAN PHOTOGRAPHY)
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Harbouring Dreams
LIKE US
OOK!
ON FACEB
facebook.com/harbourvillehotel

512 Kampong Bahru Road
Singapore 099448
+65 6271 2771
contact @ harbourvillehotel.com
www.harbourvillehotel.com

alcoholiday
@ALCOHOLIDAY

SHOE CLEANSER
JASON MARKK
BANDTEES
FLORAL SHIRTS
NIRVANA
THRASHER
KAPPA

@ALCOHOLIDAYSTORE

Life is short,
make every
outfit count

+
8 Grange Road, Cineleisure #02-01 S(239695)
+

200 Victoria Street, Bugis Junction #03-10D S(188021)

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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SHOCK
CIRCUIT

CLOAK OF
INVISIBILITY

Casio celebrates its 35th
Anniversary on a high note

Bell & Ross slabs on a timepiece that
is almost not there

TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTOS CASIO

TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTOS BELL & ROSS

In light of its 35th Anniversary, G-Shock - the
brand known to stand strong through one’s
wildest moments - has presented the world with
the new Casio Glacier Gold collection.

The BR-X2 Skeleton Tourbillon Micro-Rotor is yet another
one of Bell & Ross’ bold creations that sticks to the absolute
essentials.

The new G-Shock Glacier Gold DW-5035E-7, DW5735E-7, GA-735E, and GA-835E watches take
the G-game to greater heights by emphasising
the model’s resilience to extremes, with its clear
semi-transparent bezels and bands.
While this isn’t the first ‘transparent’ model to be
delivered by G-Shock, the use of a stunning gold
effect featured on its dials, buckles, buttons,
screws and case-backs lets it commemorate the
brand’s 35th Anniversary with justice.
[For more information, visit g-shock.sg]

The BR-X2 Skeleton shares the same case and movement as
the BR-X2 Tourbillon, with the added challenge of making
everything transparent in its design. Clear gaskets have been
used to ensure the case is as invisible as it can get, while the
four functional screws holding everything in place, in familiar
Bell & Ross style.
At its heart, the BR-CAL.381 calibre is created in partnership
with Geneva-based MHC (or Manufacture Haute
Complication) and measures just 4.05mm thick.
Offered in a limited run of just 50 pieces, the new BR-X2
Skeleton Tourbillon Micro-Rotor is complemented with a grey
alligator strap secured with a satin-polished steel buckle.
[For more information, visit www.bellross.com]

JUNIOR
PLAYA

BEHIND THE WHEEL
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Childhood fantasy

1972 Alfa Romeo 1300 GT Junior
ENGINE
POWER
TRANSMISSION
Weight

During my secondary school days, I would regularly see a 105 series coupe parked
at a petrol station nearby. The distinct wedge shape and absence of straight lines
made it the most beautiful car I’d ever seen. Period. Having just sold my air-cooled
911 thanks to the cash high of the hype, I knew I had to act quickly. Cash was
quickly exchanged and the car was towed to my mechanic for a once-over. The
interior had been immaculately upholstered, a strong testament to the quality
available from local shops, with a vintage Nardi steering wheel from a friend
completing the “Drive Tastefully’ vibe.
Countless nights spent ordering parts from Alfaholics and Classic Alfa ensued, as I
was curating the entire car from my imagination. Shipping was lighting quick and
my mechanic had stripped down the car to get it ready for the glass-off respray.
As with many Alfas, it came in Rosso Corsa (red), but I elected on a Mercedes-Benz
Cavansite Blue and paired it with gun-metal coloured wheels.

Along the way, I was lucky to meet other classic Alfa owners who were kind enough
to share information on hard-to-find parts and the car’s idiosyncrasies. As luck
would have it, the car was found to be rust-free after the strip-down, a huge relief
considering so many people had told me horror stories about old Alfas and how
mine would probably be a write-off.
Parts for restoration were relatively inexpensive save the stainless steel grille and
Alfa ‘heart’. I also had an electronic ignition installed as my 911 died the day I
handed her over due to a S$25 ignition part failing. I figured I should do right by my
dream car justice by getting as many new parts that I could afford.
To all the naysayers, I don’t have any breakdown stories, and although the
radiator did give up recently, it still brought me to the most recent instalment
of Cars and Kopi without skipping a beat. So far, my biggest gripe has been
lowering the car with the Alfaholics fast road kit C, with C clearly standing for
‘Can’t get over anything’.
We’ve been told to by the interweb to drive an air-cooled 911 once in your
lifetime, but buying one now requires seriously deep pockets. With classic Alfas,
production numbers were low and its four-cylinder twin-cam heart was way
ahead its time... at that time. I’m glad I took a leap of faith, because I haven’t been
let down yet.

TEXT LIONEL LIM PHOTOS DARREN POH

I’ve

had this story in my head for almost two years now. I chanced
upon my childhood dream car by casually asking a friend what
he had in his collection of jalopniks. When he mentioned an old
Alfa, it immediately caught my attention. He’s had the GT Junior
for over five years and the car wasn’t totally running at that point in time and in
need of plenty of TLC. Moreover, I reckon he was a little tired from bringing the car
from one workshop to another.

1290cc, inline4
86bhp, 115Nm
5spd manual
est. 930kg

FINAL

25TH NOVEMBER 2018
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Mondial de l’Auto
Paris 2018

FRENCH

T

he Paris motor show (Mondial de
l’Auto) is held every two years. The
2018 Paris Motor Show took place
from 4 October to 14 October. For
the first time, it consisted of three different
shows for car, motorcycles and new mobility.
Apart from the varied range of new
production car launches, concept cars
previewing design and technology
innovations also stole the limelight. This is
still one of the largest motor shows in the
world despite the growing trend for vehicle
manufacturers skipping international shows.

REVOLUTION

Alongside the show proper, there are a
host of car-related events, workshops and
exhibitions focusing on economic, social and
technical issues affecting the automobile
sector. In spite of a shorter duration, the
show attracted 1,068,194 participants. It
remains the most visited automobile event
in the World, largely ahead of the IAA in
Frankfurt (810,000 visitors in 2017) and the
Geneva Show (660,000 visitors in 2018).

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS VNEWSPRESS

This year saw new events organised beyond
the walls of the Porte de Versailles such as
the 120th anniversary parade and the place
de la Concorde test-drive center, the show is
looking at leaving the traditional format of
an automobile show.
New event formats were introduced, such
as the conference Tomorrow in Motion, the
Mondial Women special evening, as well
as the Mondial.Tech Startups Awards, by
welcoming the CES Unveiled Paris 2018,
Google and Facebook events.
On 30 September, a gathering of vintage
and modern vehicles which have left their
marks on the 84 editions since the creation
of the Show in 1898 was held by the
Automobile Club de France in the Jardins
des Tuileries.
Collectors and heritage services of different
makes brought into the light their most
beautiful jewels and drove them on the
streets of Paris. The makes Renault (120 years
old), Peugeot Motocycles (120 years old)
and Citroën (nearly 100 years old) celebrated
their anniversaries together.

Audi A1

The new A1 is bigger, plusher and smarter. 3- or 4- cylinder
turbo 1.0-to 2.0-litre engines, from 95hp to 200hp, manual
or S-tronic dual clutch options, optional adaptive damping
and top models are offered with firmer sports suspension.
Inside, the MMI systems feature touch-operated
handwriting recognition technology taken from the rangetopping A8. There’s also more advanced voice control
technology. S1 due in 2019.
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Audi SQ2

Turbo 2.0 with 296 hp. Think of an Audi S3 jacked up
with Volkswagen Golf R / Seat Leon Cupra R type of
performance (0-100 in 4.8s). Audi’s quattro four-wheel
drive system and a DSG automatic gearbox. With
close to the RS Q3’s performance (the hot SUV which
never made it to Singapore), this looks promising.

Ferrari Monza
SP1 and SP2
The Monza Ferrari SP1 and SP2 are
limited edition cars for a new lineup called ‘Icona’. Based on the 812
Superfast, 798bhp, 719Nm, seven-speed
dual-clutch gearbox and virtual fourwheel steering. 0-100: 2.9s, 0-200: 7.9s,
max: >300 km/h. It costs more than you
can afford pal, Ferrari.

BMW 3
Series (G20)

Honda CR-V
Hybrid

BMW’s next Mercedes C-Class and Audi A4 rival was
the Paris centrepiece. Seventh generation of this iconic
German midsize sedan has 150 hp to 265 hp with
new four-cylinder petrols, four-cylinder diesels, plus
six-cylinder diesel unit. It has new damper technology,
stiffer body structure and suspension mountings, wider
track and more driver tech. Argh.

Honda had its hybrid CR-V at the Paris show, featuring an all-new
twin motor Intelligent Multi Mode Drive (i-MMD) powertrain. The
hybrid CR-V uses an electric motor and a 2.0-litre petrol engine to
produce 181bhp and 315Nm of torque.

BMW X5
(G05)

BMW X5’s first public debut, the fourth
generation is built on BMW’s new CLAR
architecture, with a lot more driver assistance
systems. The xDrive45e iPerformance model
is a plug-in hybrid, with a 394hp turbo in-line
6 and a 80km electric range. Or if you hate the
planet, a 462hp V8 xDrive50i, along with some
familiar petrol and diesel engines:

Hyundai i30
Fastback N

The standard i30 N hatch, now in “Fastback”. Just like the
hatch, it comes in two states of tune, with the 248bhp
entry level car being joined by a more powerful 272bhp
Performance version. The i30 Fastback N was joined by the
i30 N Option, which previews a range possible accessories
for the brand’s hot hatch. And some good news, we heard
that the i30 N is now undergoing testing in Singapore...

Mercedes-AMG
A 35 4 Matic

BMW Z4 (G29)

BMW promises a renewed focus on dynamic ability for the new
car, as well as a completely different look from its predecessor.
Jointly developed with Toyota, this will be your first look at the
Supra. (the 86 does look like the BRZ, yes?) 2 or 3 litre turbo
engines connected to eight-speed automatic gearbox. The
sDrive20i however, can be optioned with a six-speed manual, yay!

MB’s new entry-level model in the driving performance range,
it is powered by a new 2.0-litre four-cylinder turbo with 306hp.
Body shell, suspension, all-wheel drive, transmission, driving
programs, fine tuning – has been designed for maximum driving
dynamics without compromising on everyday comfort. An A 45
Lite yeah?

DS 3 Crossback

Small French small crossover has a new face and lots of
technology, a future full-electric version, powered pop-out door
handles which can be unlocked via a smartphone app. Focal
hifi, and a head-up display. For now, normal petrol and diesel
engines, and an eight-speed automatic gearbox.

Mercedes-Benz
GLE-Class

A plug-in hybrid with a choice of seating arrangements.
Looking like an up-sized GLC, it comes with huge
infotainment screens. The GLE will receive a completely
new range of engines, including a new in-line six-cylinder
petrol engine. Other engines including diesels and a plugin hybrid will follow.

Cars that are worthy of attention

Cars that are worthy of attention
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Peugeot
508 II SW

Inspired by shooting brakes, this stylish wagon
is equipped with the latest generation of
Peugeot’s i-Cockpit system. Its new plug-in
hybrid petrol engines has a fully electric ZEV
mode’s for road-based, urban or outdoor routes.
The freedom to choose, with two or four-wheel
drive, 225 or 300 Hp, saloon, SW or SUV. The
freedom to use the four driving modes.
These two new engines are a clear illustration of
PEUGEOT’s vision of unrestricted, exciting and
ever-more efficient driving.

Cars that are worthy of attention

Seat Tarraco
It will come with a FWD Turbo 1.5, six-speed
manual or a 4WD Turbo 2.0, seven-speed DSG
dual-clutch auto transmission. SEAT will add
plug-in hybrid technology as early as 2020,
“with at least 50km of pure-electric range”.
In addition, there will be an FR performance
version... So, VW Tiguan or Skoda Kodiaq... ?

Skoda
Kodiaq vRS

So if you can’t wait for the Tarraco FR, behold the Kodiaq
vRS, which has seven seats, 237bhp 2.0-litre biturbo
direct-injection diesel 0-100 in seven seconds and very
fast. Seven-speed DSG gearbox, variable all-wheel-drive
and adaptive chassis control, which includes six drive
modes and electronically adjusted shock absorbers. It will
wear Skoda’s redesigned vRS logo too.

VinFast

A subsidiary of Vingroup, one of Vietnam’s largest
privately-held businesses, showed off its SUV and
sedan, both developed by Pininfarina. VinFast is
“rapidly developing other vehicles” and the company
is planning to export to foreign markets in the
coming years. Definitely one to watch.
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Natsiree Jampachuen is not your ave
rage lady. Rarely will
you hear one who choses boxing as
well as weight lifting as
hobbies, along with her interest in
modelling and makeup.
“Supercar Lady” loves to travel, with
her friendly, cheerful and
sweet personality bringing plenty of
joy to wherever she goes!
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Lona content!
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REDEFINING THE DASHCAM
SUBARU CAR CHALLENGE
Visit www.Blackvue.com.sg
for more info

LIVE

FOR EXCITING CARS @ EXPO PROMO VISIT
www.blackvue.com.sg/cars-at-expo-promotions

DR900S-1CH

Front 4K Ultra HD (3840 × 2160)
8 megapixel CMOS sensor
(4 times as many pixels as Full HD)

DR900S-2CH

Cloud compatible
BlackVue Over the Cloud, a free* add-on service
enabling the following advanced features!

Zoom Clearly
Capture all the critical details
such as car license plates from
further away
Rear Full HD (1920 x 1080)
2 megapixel Sony Starvis sensor
HEVC
High Efficiency Video Coding
(H.265) for best video compression

Remote Live View
Remotely monitor your car in real
time from anywhere, anytime.

Push Notiﬁcations
Receive notifications on your phone when
preset events occur. Great in combination with
BlackVue’s parking mode.

GPS Tracking
Visualize on a map your car’s location and speed

Two-way Voice Communication
Talk with people in the car from your smartphone

Dual-band WiFi
5GHz WiFi and sub-stream
technology for blazing fast wireless
experience
Adaptive Format Free
Improves recording stability and
requires less SD card formatting
Enhanced Night Vision
Outstanding low light performance

BLACKVUE Over the Cloud
BLACKVUE Over the Cloud

Event Files Protection
Prevents important files to
be overwritten
High Temperature Cut-Oﬀ
Protects the product from the harm
of over temperature

Video Backup
Back up videos to your phone or Cloud
storage. Live Auto-Upload: save Event files in
real time to the Cloud!

Remote Video Playback
Play videos stored in the Cloud or in your
dashcam anytime on your smartphone or tablet

* Cloud service requires external Internet connection through mobile routers or other WiFi hotpots.
Learn more from www.blackvue.com.sg/over-the-cloud
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